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Revolutionizing the CNFT Space 
A true community driven project

bringing you the sexiest llamas to the
Cardano Blockchain. 
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LAZY LLAMAS  ABSTRACT

Lazy Paper 2.0 was crafted by our co-founders to update the
community about our behind the scenes development.

Communities thrive with exceptional communication, so we
strive to keep the community up to date as our plans evolve.
Additionally, we want to give recognition to the community.

We want to start off by thanking the community for their
amazing support; a lone llama can’t thrive without its herd. 

 
We believe transparency is the cornerstone of every protocol

and organization. As a team, our core philosophy is to be
transparent and deliver on our promises. We announced the

start of development work for the lab, lazy token, and lazy
island. Now, it's time for us to deliver on those promises- ahead

of schedule! 
 

We are excited to announce that the artwork for our first round
of mutations (Tier-3) is nearing completion and our lead
engineer has already optimized the backend process.

Furthermore, we're proud to announce the launch of Lazy
Token and Lazy Island V1 in Feb 2022! Read along to find out
details about these developments and as always, feel free to

share your thoughts via the suggestions channel or dms. While
we have accomplished a lot thus far, this is just the beginning.
We can't wait to show everyone what the future holds for the

Lazy Llamas!
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ROAD MAP 

Q4 2021: THE LAUNCH
 

Q1 2022 :THE LAB
 

 

Q2 2022: LAZY DAO + VAULT
 

Q3 2022: LAZY ISLAND TAKEOVER

 

Lazy Paper

Launch website + socials
 

OG mint + serum airdrop
 

 Mint: 5000 Llamas Are Born +
Serum Distribution 

 
 

 
 

Launch Lazy Island V1 
 

The Lab: Tier-3 Mutations Live Mid
FEB

 

Launch Lazy Token
 

Cross Utility + Partnerships
 

Llama Holder Leaderboard
 
 
 
 

Lazy Llama Odyssey: The Full Tale of
Lazy Island

 
 

Lazy Dao: Governance system for Lazy
Token

 
Lazy Vault: A place to exchange our

token for ADA, NFTs, Merch, and more
 

Lazy Llamas Meetups in major cities
and metaverses 

 
Lazy Island Takeover:  Develop  Lazy

Island across metaverse projects
(including Pavia, Sandbox, etc.)

 
Work to develop our own metaverse

ecosystem on Cardano
 
 
 
 



SERUM-X: THE LAB

What is Serum-X?
 

Limited supply of 4000 NFT Serums that can
interact with your Lazy Llamas in our "Lab"

(coming Q1 2022).
 
 

Three types of Serum-X will are released (Tier 1,
2, and 3) each of which interact with your llamas

in a completely different way
 
 

How do You get it?
When mint begins, every time you mint a llama you will have a
chance at receiving a serum (airdropped directly into your wallet)!
 
5000 Total Llamas
4000 Serums (Ranging from Tier 1 to 3)

THE LAB 1 Lazy Paper

Upon Interaction Serum & Original Llama are burned 

Blood type significance:
Upon mutation blood type will determine the star sign
underwhich a llama is born which can affect visual
elements in its background, tying into future utility and
lore that has not yet been unveiled

Additional Info



SERUM-X: TIER-1  
 

500 Tier-1: ROBO LLAMA
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SERUM-X: TIER-2  
1500 Tier-2: UNDEAD LLAMA
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SERUM-X: TIER-3 
2000 Tier-3: BIOMUTANT LLAMA
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THE LAB V1
1. Injection Chamber: Llama + Tier-3 + Fee = Biomutant Llama

Note that ONLY tier-3 serums can be used for The Lab V1 .In
March our other serums plan on going LIVE

Note that 
2. Mixing Chamber: Mix Tier 1 + Tier 2 +Tier 3 = Mystery Serum
(Unveiled at later date)

3. Clone Serum (NOT FINALIZED): After analyzing the
community sentiment we have decided to launch a poll to
drop a VERY limited supply of clone serums. This serum will
allow you to clone your original llama while mutating. The
"Clone Trait" will be added to the metadata of the llama
using the clone serum , and there will be a special bg added
to the original llama- this clone llama will not be able to
mutate again, but will have special utility in the future!

1 Llama + Tier-3 + Clone Serum = Biomutant + Clone Llama 

Top 30 holders will be airdropped this serum for free and 20
additional protector serums will be airdropped randomly to
holders. 

Do note that this special serum has not been finalized. It is
simply an idea that was generated due to community demand.
A poll will be released to determine if some version of this idea
will be implemented. 
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Carriers are carrying a gene which produces a special
protein called nanobody Nb15. These nanobodies cause
the llamas to mutate differently. Upon mutation, there
are multiple body types that each serum can bestow

upon a llama, a few of these bases are  limited to
carriers only. Additionally, carriers will receive

background images and certain trait variants that are
unavailable to non-carriers. Unmutated llamas that
carry the gene will also have special lore-friendly

interaction with future events.
 

CARRIER
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L A Z Y  I S L A N D  V 1  O N
A D A  R E A L M

Lazy Paper

 
One of the developments that we are most excited
to share with the community is our push to expand

into metaverses! On Lazy Island, our community
will blossom even further as we move forward to
meet our roadmap milestones. We are proud to
announce the launch of Lazy Island on the ADA

Realm metaverse!  
 

Stepping into the metaverse, we are excited to
announce we are creating 10,000 plots of land

within Lazy Island (Under ADA Realm's Policy ID).
More details on the sale  and our future plans will

be revealed this upcoming week!
 

Our tentative drop date is February 10th, 2022.
Every Lazy Island Minter will be given the chance to

win a random amount of Lazy Tokens, propelling
this state of the art ecosystem into the

stratosphere. Buckle up. 

LAZY
ISLAND 2



L A Z Y  I S L A N D  O N
A D A  R E A L M

Lazy Paper

1. Owning Land on ADA Realm's Lazy Island
grants access to special perks going into the
future. Land owners from our first metaverse
will get priority whitelist spots and access to
random airdrops on other metaverses in the
future 

2. Have the ability to customize your own plots
and real estate with your nfts

3. Future plan is to introduce 3D Llama Avatars
that can interact with elements of Lazy Island 

4. Let your imagination run wild, feel free to
give us suggestions on what you would love to
see as we continue development  

LAZY
ISLAND 3



L A Z Y  T O K E N
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Lazy Lore 
Lazy Token provides a customized experience and enables holders to craft

their very own Lazy story. The feature not only creates a personalized narrative

of their ntfs, but the interactive functionality enables Llama Holders to craft a

storyline about their unique Llama within the metadata.

Want to add a more personal feel to your llamas?
 Using Lazy Tokens, holders can individually tailor certain clothing

items for the llamas by adding initials.

Lazy Labels
Standard NFT naming conventions provide little to no connection and

ownership of your digital asset. Lazy Labels is reshaping the Cardano

landscape, allowing Llama holders to bypass the traditional number based

naming convention and give custom names that fit their Llama. Names cannot

be repeated for multiple llamas (ie. if you name your llama “Pacha” then no

other llamas can currently be named “Pacha”). 

 

Lazy Island 
We envision Lazy Tokens to be used as an integral part on Lazy Island, where

Llama holders can congregate and interact.

Burn Mechanic
When Lazy Token is spent, half the amount will be burned, resulting in a

deflationary digital asset that provides more value to holders. Burn Baby Burn

L A Z Y  T O K E N  U T I L I T Y
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Feeling Lucky 
Lazy Tokens can be used to purchase a Lazy Lotto Ticket,

granting the holder the rights to pull a random NFT from the

Lazy Vault. 

Staking Lazily
Sit back and relax. We got this. By Staking your Llama NFTs,

holders can earn more tokens, reaping the benefits of Lazy

Tokens’s adoption and success.

Lazy Dao
As we have reiterated time and time again, this is a community driven

project! While the suggestions channel on our discord is a great way to

hear community feedback, we believe that it is time to formalize this

community driven approach. To make this a reality, we are transitioning

our organization to a Lazy DAO. We want our holders to steer the future

direction of Lazy Llamas by enabling them to use Lazy Token to vote on

topics related to the development of the project and ecosystem.

Key Updates
We will keep our community posted on our development of the Lazy

Island Metaverse and much more. Tokenomics and further details will be

revealed in Feb 2022 before the launch of the lab

L A Z Y  T O K E N  F U T U R E
F U N C T I O N A L I T Y  
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Periodic floor sweeps

NFT giveaways from community treasury 

Cross Utility with other collections

1 llama per day given out until the lab opens 

Nfts from other collections will be given out to llama holders

25 ADA given out every day in Feb 2022 to a random holder via a bot until the lab

opens.

One random buyer on jpg.store will be airdropped 100ada every week (Feb-

March)

The amount of Lazy token you receive will be a function of the number of llamas

you hold. Tokens will be airdropped on a periodic basis

Llama attributes can affect how many tokens you receive. We are starting by

assessing mutant tier, with T1 mutants receiving more than T2, and T2 receiving

more than T3. 

We will @everyone and retweet your tweet for a giveaway on your personal

twitter if you are a whale role or higher

Limited to 1 giveaway a month per member     

Community Treasury Drops (Funded By Royalties)

Token Airdrops 

Twitter Boost for whales roles and up

H O L D E R  P E R K S
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Top Holders will be featured on our web site with their permission

Access to special giveaways + NFT drops from other collections 

The lazy llama community is tight knit and strong. We have members from

all over the world that possess their own unique skill set. In order to

leverage these skills for the benefit of the project and the community, we

will be allocating a small marketing budget for ambassadors to

compensate them for their time and effort.  

Reach out If you want to help the project grow while leveraging your skills

(whether it be content creation, marketing, management etc). Formal

details and applications will be released shortly. 

Ambassadors will also receive whitelist spots for lazy island 

We will be hosting a poll in feb 2022 with regards to our first charity

Future charities will be voted on via our dao mechanism

Llama Holder Leaderboard

Ambassador Perks 

 

Philanthropy

H O L D E R  P E R K S
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AMA will be held next week on Feb 5th at 2pm EST

We will also be hosting another AMA before the lab opens, a poll

will be released shortly. 

Twitch stream for the creation of one of one background will be

hosted by openset within the next 2 weeks. A poll for exact date

and time will be released within 48 hours of the launch of this

whitepaper.

The streams will also serve as a place to discuss future plans

and/or to have a general community building conversation. 

 

 Twitter Space AMA 

 Live Streams 

      

C O M M U N I T Y  B U I L D I N G
I N I T I A T I V E S  
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We are planning to drop lazy llamas merchandise in March 2022. A

scannable QR code will come random merchandise items. Upon scanning

the QR code, you will have the opportunity to win Tokens or NFTs pulled

out of the community treasury. 

We are planning to host our first Lazy Llamas meetup in New York City in

March. Members that attend these meetups will also receive special

promotional merch for free. 

The team is exploring the possibility of entering the launchpad/incubator

space for blockchain based projects within the cardano ecosystem.

Developers will be able to apply for funding for projects and the

community will decide (DAO) on which projects will receive funding. The

applicant will have to meet certain benchmarks (project development

stage, doxxed team and utility) in order to qualify for participation.

Merch drop 

Meetups

Expanding into the De-fi space 

  

F U T U R E  P L A N S
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It is important that you carefully read this legal disclaimer section. If you have any doubts, seek

legal, financial, tax, or other competent law professionals' guidance. All of the information shown

here is not intended to be exhaustive, and it should never be construed as part of any formal

agreement.

We are confident that the material in this lazy paper is correct and current, and that all products,

services, technical architecture,  and distribution are correct and current. Furthermore, all of this

information may be been modified based on community sentiment and the vision of dev team.  

No Advice: 
Nobody is obligated by this lazy paper to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable

commitment to invest. 

Compliance with Tax Obligations:
If any taxes apply to their transactions, the users of the website are solely responsible for

ascertaining this. Who pays what taxes is not the responsibility of the website's owners or

authors.

Limitation of liability:
For any loss or harm originating from the use of this website's material, including written

material, links to third-party sites, and data such as quotes and charts as well as buy/sell signals

LAZY LLAMAS will not be held responsible for any damages. Understand the risks and costs

associated with trading assets on the financial market (digital or otherwise). 

Refund Policy:
Refunds will be made in the event that a minter sends ADA from a trusted wallet to the mint pool

and does not receive a LLAMA NFT.  

L E G A L  D I S C L A I M E R
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THANK YOU
PART THREE OF LAZY PAPER WILL BE

RELEASED IN 4-6 WEEKS  


